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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses a method to provide both secure and non-secure voice
communications to a DS-1 network from a common keyset. In order to comply with both
the electrical isolation requirements and the operational security issues regarding voice
communications, an all-digital approach to the keyset was developed based upon the
AD2101 DSP.

Protocols that are handled by the keyset include: Multiple PTT modes, hot mike, telephone
access, priority override, direct access, indirect access, paging, and monitor only.

Special features that are addressed include: independent channel by channel assignment of
access protocols, headset assignment, speaker assignment, and PTT assignment. Multiple
microprocessors are used to implement the foregoing as well as down-loadable
configurations, remote keyset control and monitoring, and composite audio outputs.

Partitioning of the digital design provides RED to BLACK channel isolation and RED
channel to AC power isolation of greater than 107 dB.

INTRODUCTION

As the missions of the test ranges have continued to become more complex, so to have the
requirements for voice communications. Today’s missions involve second-to-second
coordination of personnel who may be spread over an entire hemisphere. Dependable, high



quality voice communications between all these individuals requires the integration and
inter-operability of a multitude of communications mediums. In addition to integrating
intra-facility, VHF and UHF radio, dedicated four wire line, telephone, terrestrial
microwave, and satellite communication, providing secure and non-secure communications
to an individual involved in the test is essential.

The integration of these functions into a single communications systems at the test control
center provides a powerful tool to the mission participants. This tool must allow the
mission to proceed with minimal consideration given to the communication system.
Mission personnel must know that the communication system will provide all needed
functionality when called upon.

Regardless of how feature rich a system is, it is useless unless the individual user is able to
access these features. This fact makes the user interface a critical feature of any system.
By providing the user a fully programmable processor based keyset, complete,
straightforward -- even simple -- access to an integrated communication system is
achieved. This, along with the vast array of commercial off-the-shelf digital voice
communications products based on mature industry standards, provides the setting for an
all digital keyset.

DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

The concept of an all digital keyset grew out of the widespread conversion to digital
telecommunications of the 1980’s. As the entire voice and data telecommunications
industry moved away from analog transmission, a wealth of digital communications
products became commonly available.

These digital communications are, for the most part, based on the T-1, or DS-1, standard.
This standard is a time division multiplexed (TDM) technique using a frame of 24 time
slots. Each time slot contains eight bits of data. The DS-1 signal was originally intended to
carry 24 voice conversations. Each voice signal is sampled at 8 kHz and quantized to 8
bits. A compression scheme is used to extend the dynamic range and minimize
quantization noise for normal speech. Each time slot is called a DS-0, which is the lowest
level in the DS TDM hierarchy. A DS-1 operates at 1.544 Mbps. For more information on
the DS-1 standard see references [1] [2] and [3].

At its inception, the T-1 standard was developed to allow the phone company to pass
digital signals over existing twisted pair wire originally intended for analog voice
transmission. This led to the definition of a very robust physical transmission method. This
method is called duo-binary [4] or Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI). This modulation
technique not only uses less bandwidth but also provides some degree of error detection.



Today, hundreds of companies provide products and services which are in direct support
of DS-1 communications links. The future of the DS-1 format is ensured due to its place in
both the ISDN (as the primary rate interface, or PRI (23B+D)) and SONET (as the virtual
tributary, or VT1.5) telecommunications standards.

ALL DIGITAL KEYSET

The all digital keyset is the ideal end instrument for DS-1 based digital communication
system. Since the signals must be digitized to be passed over the T1 network, processing
them in the digital domain, as opposed to the analog, makes perfect sense. High
performance digital filtering and the summing of multiple audio sources can be done
without adding noise and is not affected by electronic component drift.

Such a keyset has been developed based on a combination of MC68000 microprocessors
and AD2101 Digital Signal Processors (DSP). This unit is partitioned into a BLACK
processing section and a RED processing section. The BLACK section handles only
unclassified information while the RED section primarily handles classified information.
Separate DS-1s provide the communication links for each section. Numerous safeguards
are built into the keyset to provide isolation between the two processing sections and
prevent the compromise of sensitive or classified data.

Each section contains two MC68000 16-bit microprocessors and up to two AD2101 16-bit
DSPs. The 68000 processors provide overall unit control and communications to
expansion chassis and across the RED/BLACK boundary. The DSPs provide voice
summing, filtering, detection, and out-of-band signalling. These processors, along with the
microcontroller in the front panel, execute approximately 150,000 lines of embedded
realtime C and assembly language code.

UNIT DESCRIPTION

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The keyset is packaged in a 3.5" high, 19" wide EIA rackmount chassis. The unit is
approximately divided in half between the RED and BLACK sections. Figure 1 shows the
physical partitioning of the keyset. The majority of the electronics are contained on single
height VME cards, and communicate over a standard A24/D16 VMEbus.

All signal ingress and egress is via the rear panel. The base keyset handles 18 channels.
Expansion chassis can be attached, via the expansion bus, to increase the channel capacity
in increments of 18. (The maximum configuration is a base keyset and three expansion
chassis for 72 channels.)



Figure 1. The Keyset’s Electronics Are Partitioned on a Functional Basis as Shown in this
Block Diagram

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The BLACK section receives a DS-1 on the DSP card, synchronizes to it and converts it to
a Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) format with clock and a frame synchronization pulse. This is
passed to the ADSP 2101 DSP microprocessor. The 2101 performs the TDM
demultiplexing, extracts channels of interest, performs Mu Law expansion (mu=255), and
buffers the audio samples. This is all done in silicon, that is, no code is executed to
perform these steps.

Next, the 2101 looks for in-channel, out-of-band signalling tones used by the system. The
audio samples are next low pass filtered to remove these tones. Three audio summations
are then performed; one for each audio output: left ear, right ear and speaker. These sums
are then adjusted based on the number of speakers being summed. The composition of
these sums is determined by the current user’s configuration of the keyset. (A fourth sum,
a composite of all active channels, is also generated and passed back out the DS-1 link.)
These sums are then transferred to the VIOP card. (See Figure 1.) The VIOP forwards the
audio data over the serial fiber optic link to the RED section.



The RED section receives the data from the fiber optic link and forwards it to the RED
DSP card. Here RED and Black audio is summed and then passed to the Audio card. The
Analog card contains all the digital-to-analog (D/A) converters for multiple outputs. After
the D/A conversion, any gain for proper volume level is provided and the analog audio
signal is sent out of the keyset.

This entire flow is reversed for audio information coming from the local users microphone.
Since up to four headsets can be attached to the keyset, there are four independent analog-
to-digital (AID) converters on the Analog card. Audio data to and from the RED DS-1 is
also processed in a similar manner.

All of this processing is orchestrated by the 68000 microprocessor on the MPU cards. The
RED and BLACK MPU processors also communicate with each other over the fiber optic
link. The BLACK MPU also handles all front panel activity.

The BLACK section also processes a 64 kb/s LAP-D data link which is embedded into a
DS-0 in the BLACK DS-1. LAP-D is an OSI layer 2 protocol defined in CCITT Q.921.
This is the same protocol used for the data channel in ISDN. This link provides the
download of mission specific operating parameters to allow rapid automatic
reconfiguration of the keyset. This allows for a facility-wide Control and Display
Subsystem (CDS) which can handle system-wide functions which includes initiating keyset
diagnostics and consolidating the results. These LAP-D links are bridged to an Ethernet
LAN which connects to the CDS. The CDS is described in more detail in another paper
from this session [5].

USER CONTROLS

The user interface is provided through the keyset’s front panel which contains 18
individual channel control and display areas, a DTMF keypad, a function keypad, and
brightness and volume controls. Figure 2 shows a detail of the front panel

Each channel control and display area contains an eight character LED dot matrix
alphanumeric display, receive and transmit switches with LEDs and five individual LEDs
indicators for modes and activity. Along the left side of Figure 2 are three channel control
and display areas.

The center section of Figure 2 shows the function keypad; note the ALT key which acts as
a shift key to allow access to more functions. These functions allow the user to set modes
for both the entire keyset and individual channels.



Figure 2. This Detail of the Keyset’s Front Panel Shows the Rightmost Portion of
the Panel.

Along the lower right edge of Figure 2 are LEDs which indicate when a PTT is depressed,
when PTT Lock is on, when a DS-1 or LAP-D link fault occurs, and when AC power is
on. In the upper right portion of the figure is the brightness control, speaker volume control
left and right volume controls for two of the headsets. Volume controls for the third and
fourth headsets are located on a remote interface panel.

All front panel pushbuttons and graphics are part of a single membrane switch assembly.
Audible pushbutton feedback is provided by a piezo crystal buzzer in the front panel. This
programmable buzzer is also used for alerting the user to other events, like an incoming
call.

KEYSET INTERFACES

Up to four binaural headsets can be attached to a keyset. Each headset has a PTT switch
and a corresponding footswitch PTT. The headset PTTs can be assigned to transmit on one
collection of channels while the footswitches key a second set of channels. There is also an
output for an external speaker. These arc all considered RED interfaces.



Both the RED and BLACK sections have DS-1 interfaces and parallel channel expander
bus interfaces (in and out). The BLACK section also has an RS-232 serial maintenance
port and a RS-422 latches input/output (I/O) port. This latched I/O port has been used to
mute speakers which are near the keyset.

OPERATIONAL FEATURES

Due to the fact that almost all features of the keyset are under the control of embedded
software, the feature set of the keyset is very rich. In addition to a growing number of
channel protocols being supported, there is a large number of user configurable
parameters. This allows the keyset to not only be tuned to a specific mission, but also fine
tuned to a specific user.

A broader understanding of how the keyset interrelates with the rest of the communication
system can be found in other papers in this session [5] [6].

CHANNEL PROTOCOLS

The term “channel protocol” refers to the methods used to initiate, utilize, and terminate
communications on a channel. For example, channel protocols for making and receiving a
telephone call differ from those for a VHF radio channel. The use of Push-to-Talk (PTT)
vs hot mike is another part of channel protocol. The follow list provides a brief description
of current protocols:

Network - In this connection type, over one thousand users may be tied into one large
conference call. PTT is required. Radios may transmit/receive from/to networks. A priority
override feature allows selected mission participants to have immediate access to the
channel while effectively squelching all others.

Direct Access - This connection ties two keysets together with a continuous dedicated
link. Communications are hot mike, i.e., no PTT is required.

Subscriber Loop - This allows the user access to the public telephone network or a local
PBX. Incoming calls ring at the keyset. Outgoing calls are made with the DTMF
(touchtone) keypad. A flash button allows users access to special PBX features. A single
phone number may be assigned to multiple keysets.

Voice Page - This type of connection allows the initiator to page over the keysets speaker
and the receiving user to answer the call and converse over a headset.



Ring Down - This mode allows the initiating keyset user to ring another keyset and/or
four-wire device (via a four-wire E&M interface elsewhere in the system).

Indirect Access - This special connection type allows the keyset user to directly dial
another keyset with a three digit access code. After dialing, the user hears a ring signal or
busy signal. If the called keyset is not engaged in an indirect access call, it will ring and an
indicator will flash. This connection uses a “19th channel.”

Any combination of these protocols on the keyset’s 18 channels is supported.

CONFIGURABILITY

Additional settings allow any of these channel types to be configured for a particular user.
The user can assign the audio from any collection of channels to either his left or right ear
or the speaker of any combination of these. A transfer button allows all audio to be quickly
routed from the earpieces to the speaker with a single keystroke.

A channel can be turned to transmit, monitor only or off. The user has the option of
assigning two PTT switches to transmit on a channel (one PTT is on a headset, another on
a footswitch). Alternately, the PTT Lock/Unlock mode selection allows the user to use the
front panel transmit buttons as a PTT switch.

All of these selections can be made by the user from the front panel. Each of these can also
be downloaded from the CDS. The CDS can also lock out the frontpanel control of any
setting (including the transmit capability).

In addition to the channel assignments, protocols and settings being downloaded from the
CDS, the eight character channel mnemonic is also downloaded for display on the keysets
front panel. All this information can be setup and stored in advance of a mission and
downloaded just prior to a mission starting. These command files and individual realtime
commands can also be used to reconfigure the keyset which is in use as mission needs
change.

All this downloaded information travels over the 64 kbps LAP-D link in a DS-0 in the
BLACK DS-1.

SECURITY FEATURES

The keyset is an essential element in ensuring the RED/BLACK integrity of a
communication system. This is because both RED and BLACK communications come
together in a single unit. A multitude of engineering decisions were based on the overriding
concern to prevent compromise.



ENFORCEMENT OF RED/BLACK RULES

The keyset has several features to which have been coded into the unit’s embedded
software for the enforcement of RED/BLACK rules. Some of these rules are:

C RED and BLACK channels cannot be simultaneously selected to transmit mode,

C RED audio to the speaker and earpieces is muted when a PTT is active at the
keyset, and

C Selected channels’ audio is prohibited from going to the speaker.

Additionally, if the central processor senses major failures will shut itself down to avoid
and possible compromise.

ELECTRICAL RED/BLACK ISOLATION

Another element of the security of the keyset is to prevent crosstalk from the RED section
to the BLACK communication and power circuits. The keyset was tested by an
independent EMI/RFI/TEMPEST test laboratory which certified that a better that 107 dB
of isolation existed between the RED section and the BLACK section [4]. This high
degree of isolation is achieved through careful electrical and mechanical design of the unit

Electrical Design

The electrical design called for separate switching power supplies to provide the DC
voltages to the RED and BLACK sections. Multiple layers of AC and DC power filtering
increased the isolation between the two power systems. Since the analog audio circuits are
in the RED section, a fiber optic link is used to pass BLACK digital audio and control data
between the two sections.

Mechanical Design

In addition to the partitioning of the chassis in to the two sections as previously mentioned,
EMI/RFI gasketing is used on the top access panel. The main chassis is built as a dip weld
to ensure good quality seams.

Cooling the unit posed a considerable challenge. An extremely quiet fan was is needed to
move air through the unit. However, quiet fans don’t move much air. Further, for isolation
reasons the wall separating the RED and BLACK sections can only be penetrated with
small holes in specific patterns which are a function of the wall material and thickness.
Even the fiber optic cable which passes between the two sections must pass through a



waveguide below cutoff to ensure no EMI/RFI leakage. These small holes are far from
ideal from an airflow standpoint, but ultimately proved to be sufficient.

PRODUCT MODIFICATIONS

Over the past several years this basic keyset design has been discussed with numerous
potential users with a wide variety of applications. These discussions have yielded
numerous ideas for adding and modifying the features of the basic unit.

The original mix of nine RED and nine BLACK channels has not been optimal for all
applications this has led to the development of a three RED and 15 BLACK keyset and an
all BLACK keyset as well. These configuration changes effected only configuration of the
embedded software and the front panel graphics.

Other ideas have revolved around the modifying front panel. The Air Force Development
Test Center at Eglin AFB could only afford three or four inches of depth in their consoles.
To accommodate this, the front panel electronics and power supply were remoted from the
main keyset chassis. This resulted in a very thin front panel for the console and a standard
sized chassis for mounting elsewhere

A recent redesign of a large portion of the internal electronics resulted in a reduced parts
and card count, lower power consumption, improved reliability, and a more robust, fault
tolerant product. The new design incorporates flash memory which can allow embedded
software code updates via the LAP-D link. This allows new features and/or code fixes to
be installed without physical modification to the equipment. New code can potentially be
installed via modem and eliminate the need to send field service technicians to the site.
This redesign lowered the manufacturing costs and lifecycle costs for the unit.

Another eventual enhancement is the replacement of the current LED and membrane
switch front panel with a touch entry, color CRT display. The flexibility of the CRT with
touch screen is appealing to many customers and will be implemented eventually. This will
allow special applications to be addressed much more quickly.

Many other ideas involve tapping the power of the DSP to perform exotic signal
processing functions. Ideas have ranged from interpreting and converting telephone
industry signalling formats to removing background engine noise from fighter pilot radio
transmissions.



CONCLUSION

In summary, the initial decision to develop the keyset as an all digital user interface eased
many of the keyset’s design challenges. The high degree of RED/BLACK isolation, user
configuablity and application flexibility are evidence of the robustness of this approach.
The great extend of processor control over unit operation allowed a rich feature set, with
many security features to be incorporated. The fact that the heart of the communications
processing is performed by a powerful DSP microprocessor allowed the unit to meet very
stringent distortion specifications.

In all, the keyset is a highly successful product. This success is measured by not only the
ability to meet initial design goals but objectives which have appeared after the initial
design was complete.
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